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Swedish Sign Language Corpus 

• A three-year project: 2009-2011.  

• Financed by The Bank of Sweden 
Tercentenary Foundation 

• Approximately 70 hours of video 
recordings with (Swedish) gloss 
annotations and translations into 
Swedish.

• Software: ELAN 3.9.1

• The video recordings include both 
dialogue sessions and narrations, both 
elicited and free. 

Goal: 40 informants

• At the beginning of November 2010 we had 
completed 18 recording sessions with 36 
informants, ranging from 18 to 82 years of age 
and from different regions in Sweden. 

• This material is currently being glossed, and 
annotation conventions are being produced 
(Wallin, Mesch & Nilsson, 2010), see handout.

• The corpus material will be used in our teaching 
(cf. Mesch, Nilsson, Wallin & Bäckström, 
presented at SLCN workshop 3 Dec. 2010). 

Deaf school; Stockholm 4

Hearing 2

Main streamed 3

Partially hearing unit (PHU)  4

Deaf school; Örebro  5

Deaf school; Vänersborg  7

Deaf school; Lund 5 

Deaf school; Härnösand  6

Which school did

the informants 

attend?
Age

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-

Total 9 5 5 5 8 4

Place of residence 

Svealand 22

Norrland 3

Götaland 11

Women 19

Men 17

Bildkälla: Lapplänning

Dictionaries of Swedish Sign Language

• The Sign Language Section of the Department of 
Linguistics at Stockholm University started 
planning a lexicographic data base in 1988.

• In 1990 construction of the data base began. 

• A printed dictionary published by the Swedish 
National Association of the Deaf in 1997 was 
converted to a data base with film clips of both 
individual signs in isolation and of sentences 
where the signs are used. This data base (Digital 
version av Svenskt teckenspråkslexikon) was 
made available on-line in 2001.

• Since 2008, we are working on a new general 
dictionary (Svenskt teckenspråkslexikon), and 
new versions are published continuously.

• Software: Filemaker Pro 11

• A general dictionary of Swedish Sign Language 
and several specialized dictionaries can be found 
on our web-site: www.ling.su.se/tsp > 
Teckenspråkslexikon. They are, however, 
currently only available in Swedish and Swedish 
Sign Language. 

• Plans for the future: 
- Plans for a Word index (TeckLex) to find a sign
- A Sign Language Dictionary as an ―app‖ for 
iPhone/Android

Show basic form Show variant Show the sign in sentence(s) Show photo and transcription

Meaning of 

the sign

Click on the 

word to 

show other

sign(s) with 

similar

meaning

Show other 

sign(s) with 

same form 

Form description of the signShow previous sign Show next sign

Example sentence

Swedish translation

Show more

sentences

Show example

sentence slowly

Path names:

1 2

9

87

654

3

11 12

10

1 Signs by word

index
2 Signs by category

3 Signs in example

sentences

4 Numeral signs

5 Signs by 

number
6 Manual alphabet

7 Place of articulation

8 Hand shape

9 Less frequent

signs

10 Regional signs

11 Phrases

12 Fingerspelling

Database Year Number of 
signs

Number of 
sentences

Swedish Sign Language 
Dictionary

29 Oct 2010 
will be uppdated
continuously

6,128
(+ 1,025 
variants)

1,867

Signs used in health care settings 2010 911 -

Signs with incorporated numerals 2008 179 (581 video 
clips)

Signs to talk about sex and 
family planning

2007 391 -

Signs for religious concepts 2006 568 -

Swedish towns and provinces 2006 515 -

Signs for linguistic concepts 2005 414 -

Signs used when playing bridge 2005 370 -

Mathematical concepts 2004 469 -

Digital version of Swedish Sign 
Language Dictionary 

2001 3,132 -

• Using on-line dictionaries as well as 
lexicographical information not currently on-
line, corpus annotators can find suitable glosses 
to use for signs.

• Our aim is to use the ‗controlled vocabulary‘ 
function in ELAN to make the glossing process 
easier and more consistent. Suitable glosses will 
be taken from the dictionaries.

• We are hoping that usage examples for signs 
will not have to be constructed by 
lexicographers, but taken from the corpus 
material in the future. 

Arguments for being together

• Plans to add semi-lexicalized signs (―p-signs‖) 
from the corpus to the dictionary.

• Glossing corpus material gives ideas re what 
signs to include in future versions of the on-
line dictionary.

• Other avenues for future collaboration include 
creating short cuts between e.g. dictionary 
entries and corpus recordings where a 
particular sign is used.

• Lexus – a possible link between corpus and 
dictionary or only an alternative for 
dictionaries?

Ideas for the future

• Applying for funding for adding glosses in 
English to the different corpora currently 
under construction in various countries, as 
well as to existing on-line dictionaries, thus 
making this wealth of data accessible to 
other researchers as well as students and 
the general public. 

ml = manual location

The active hand works 

at the other hand

da = double articulator

Both hands works

Transcription

Gloss

Photo

Poster presented at SLCN workshop, Berlin 

December 3-4, 2010 
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